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Abstract

The factors that influence the efficiency or otherwise of universities are often been overlooked by most of the university efficiency studies. Those factors are not included in the inputs-outputs analysis and are sometimes referred to as external or environmental factors. The massive dependent on government for university’s fund in Nigeria causes some external factors which are affecting the Nigerian public universities especially staff strike actions. Therefore, this paper uses DEA which is the mostly accepted technique of analyzing efficiency of public institutions and universities in order to investigate the technical efficiency of 18 public universities in Nigeria from 2007/2008 to 2011/2012 academic years. This paper forges ahead to the second stage DEA to determine the effect of external factors on the efficiency of those universities using the tobit model. The DEA result shows very low efficiency scores of the universities where only 2 universities are found to be technically efficient for the whole 5 years observed and 6 universities have never attained efficiency in any of the years. At 5% level of significance, the tobit regression outcome shows that financing the university has a negative effect on the inefficiencies of the universities, thereby suggesting a boost of the government funding based on performance. Also, size of the universities and staff strike actions both have positive significant effect for been inefficient but with little magnitude. Larger universities tend to be more inefficient while staff strike actions increase the inefficiency rate of the universities. Therefore, funding the universities can tackle the inefficiency caused by strike actions and the universities should be given some autonomy. Also, the universities should generate internal source of funding to complement those fund coming through the government.

Introduction:

The developed countries have massive and concrete higher educational institutions while the under-developed countries continuously lack the appreciation for the need of taking it seriously. Education has been pushed by the developed countries to the level of governance while in under-developed countries is still at the basic foundation. For example, public universities in Nigeria have high dependence on the governments for their financial resources while
tuition fees are often negligible or non-existent. However, the percentage allocation to the education sector does not meet the 25 percent budgetary allocation recommended by the UNESCO (Ajaia and Usman, 2010). The education budget in Nigeria and most countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa are typically allocated as follows: Primary 40%, Secondary 30%, and Higher Education 20% (World Bank, 1995). However, the efficient use of the government finance in universities has increasingly been questioned especially the per-unit cost of producing a graduate.

Due to the financial botheration in public universities merging with growth of students’ intake in both undergraduate and postgraduate levels and increase in faculties and university size. It becomes harder for the universities to efficiently run their programmes effectively. Hence, the limited finance by the government causes denial to some benefits of the staff, curtailment of research funding, cutbacks in staff development programmes which eventually causes strike actions by the staff of universities, table 1 shows the strike frequency in the past 16 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>PERIOD LENGTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Five (5) Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Three (3) Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Two (2) Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Four (4) Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Two (2) Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Three (3) Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>One (1) Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Four (4) Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>&gt; Five (5) Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>One (1) Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Two (2) Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Five (5) Months &amp; Two(2) Weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Extracted from Anaba (2013)

Therefore, the longer and frequent strike actions, longer period before graduation and infrastructural decay in the Nigerian universities, ginger many Nigerians to fly out of the country with curiosity and intention of getting better education abroad through self-sponsorship or scholarships which can be a leakage to Nigeria’s economy. This is to show that there are other factors which affect efficiency of public universities outside the main efficiency’s input-output variables and they are referred as environmental or external factors affecting efficiency in the literature.

Therefore, this paper tries to analyse the efficiency of Nigerian public universities and the factors affecting the efficiency of the universities using data envelopment analysis DEA and second-stage DEA respectively. The subsequent sections of this paper presents the conceptual framework; literature review of recent and relevant studies; methodology and data presentation where the inputs and outputs used in the study are defined as well as the variable factors outside the input and output; then results presentation and overall discussion; and finally, concluding remarks and policy recommendation.

Conceptual Framework and Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA):

Efficiency measurement is one element that determines universities’ performance especially public universities using the inputs and outputs. It can be done through maximisation of output or minimisation of cost which literature refers as the output orientation DEA or input oriented DEA respectively. Sherman and Gold (1985) defines efficiency as the capability to deliver the outputs or services with the least resource level needed. Farrell (1957), who has the credit of pioneering the estimation of productive efficiency, perceives it as the significance of measuring the degree to which outputs can be expanded through greater efficiency without utilising extra input resources. Therefore, this paper uses the M. J. Farrell’s efficiency concept to analyse the efficiency of Nigerian public universities. According to the concept, efficiency assesses a relative measurement which describes the relationship with respect to maximum value between inputs and outputs possible to obtain in given technological conditions (Farrell 1957). Farrell explains that the efficiency constitutes two segments: technical efficiency and allocative efficiency. Technical Efficiency (TE) mirrors the capacity to acquire maximum output from a given
amount of inputs. Henceforth, technical inefficiency means the inability or failure to utilise the available inputs in producing the highest feasible and attainable output from those inputs. Allocative Efficiency (AE) shows the capacity to utilise inputs in ideal extents (optimal proportions), given their respective prices. Allocative inefficiency accordingly emerges when it is unable to exploit utilising substitutable less expensive inputs to cause the least cost of production. Therefore, efficiency may be a joined impact of TE and AE. This joined impact is referred to as economic efficiency (EE), and is measured as a product TE and AE.

\[ EE = TE \times AE \]

Farrell’s productivity concept is basically on relative efficiency measurement method of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) developed by A. Charnes, W. W. Cooper and E. Rhodes (Charnes et al. 1978). In this method, technical efficiency (E) of a university, called Decision Making Unit (DMU) is the ratio of a weighted sum of the outputs to the weighted sum of the inputs. Figure 1 shows the framework where the input variables are converted and processed by the universities in order to produce outputs.

![Efficiency Analysis Framework](image)

**Figure 1: Efficiency Analysis Framework**

Source: Derived by authors based on Chu and Lim (1998)

The external factors or environmental factors are not within the inputs or outputs but still affect the efficiency of the universities, which are funding, size of the university and strike actions by the university staff in Nigerian public universities.

**Literature Review:**

DEA is the most appropriate technique for public institutions like the universities given the possession of multiple inputs and outputs, Katharaki and Katharakis (2010) consistently and reliably evaluate the technical efficiency of 20 public universities in Greece using resources in two main activities; teaching and research. Their results show inefficiency in terms of human resources management, however, it shows clear opportunity to increase research
activity, likewise research income. Additionally, Avkiran (2001) used DEA in analysing the relative efficiency of universities in Australia focusing on three models which are; overall performance model, performance on delivery educational service and performance on fee-paying enrolments. Efficiency difference between private and public universities in Chile is examined by Ramirez-Correa et al. (2012) using DEA where the outcomes reveal insignificant statistical differences between the universities. Kuah and Wong (2011) use 30 public universities in Asia and find that the universities in Asia focus more on research than teaching because the universities are found to be more efficient in research than teaching. Out of the 30 universities, only 1 university is found to be efficient both in teaching and research activities. 3 are said to be efficient in teaching only, and 11 are found to be efficient in research activities only. Nazarko and Saparanskas (2013) describe a comparative efficiency study about 19 public universities of technology and conclude that there are diversifications regarding efficiency performance in those Polish universities of technology.

Aziz et al. (2013) use DEA to evaluate the relative efficiency of 22 academic departments of a public university in Malaysia with four different dimensional models where input-output combinations are differentially defined. They finally explain that social science base department performs efficiently better than science based. They further explain those different combinations of input-output result to different efficiency levels based on sensitivity analysis. Pietrzak et al. (2016) empirically investigate 33 specialised social science faculties of different public universities in Poland for the academic year of 2013/2014 using DEA. They finally present 9 faculties to be full efficient with overall efficiency average index of 0.72. In sub-Saharan Africa, only Taylor and Harris (2004) evaluate 21 South African public universities for a period of 4 years and 10 universities are found to be efficient.

This paper is different from previous studies because significant number of existing studies is exclusively on the evaluation of efficiency levels using the different models and variable specifications. Therefore, this paper specifically contributes a step further and makes some links between the universities’ efficiency and funding levels, university size and most importantly strike actions of university staff. The few studies that explore the relationship between efficiency and funding in universities, example, Tochkov et al. (2012) find efficiency not to be a significant determinant of the amounts of subsidy allocated to a university, and efficiency and funding are found to be negatively related. In the study of Caballero et al. (2004) show that the allocation of budgetary funds for hiring teaching staff among departments at the University of Malaga in Spain improved the average technical efficiency with respect to teaching which is in contrast with Tajnikar and Debevec (2008) study which reported that inefficient departments within the University of Ljubljana in Slovenia received disproportionately more funds than efficient ones.

The existing literature demonstrates differences in the relationship between size and efficiency. A related study by Berger, Hunter and Timme (1993) revealed that the positive relation between efficiency and size may not be visible as factors signifying so are not yet conclusive. Avkiran (1999) in Australia made a panel analysis from 1986-1995 and finds the relationship between size and efficiency not significant, while Reda and Isik (2006) find a positive and significant relationship. Isik and Hassan (2002) study indicate that size is negatively related to efficiency. Although there are higher costs recorded for the small firms, their technical and scale efficiency are better compared to their larger counterparts.

Strike activity is conceived as an impression of "worker militancy" and the Hicksian notion of strike is seen as bargaining "miscalculations". Hicks' formulation, on the other hand, is most accurately applied to strikes at contract renegotiations, which are expected to have effect on productivity. Maki (1983) used a pooled cross-section time series data on twenty countries and shows that increased strike activity generally results in lower productivity growth. On a contradictory note, Dickerson et al. (1997) find a negligible net impact of strike action on productivity and the same result by Maki, (1986) which discovered some weak evidence of the hypothesised opposite relationship between loss of output and strikes’ volume utilising bivariate transfer function.

Secondly, this paper is differentiated from the other studies with the exception of Taylor and Harris (2004) all previous studies evaluated universities in the developed countries of North America, Australia, Europe, and Asia where university funding is smoother compared to African countries and especially, Nigeria where the funding issues cause longer and incessant strike actions by the university staff.
Methodology and Data Presentation:-

The widely known method of non-parametric technique which is largely used in efficiency studies of higher education institutions or universities, including other non-profit oriented organisations is the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). In this model, specification of a priori functional form is not required and this makes the approach the most appropriate.

In DEA models, specification of inputs and outputs is the first important stage to achieve any efficiency evaluation and there is no conclusive standard to guide the inputs and outputs determination and selection. However, consideration must be given to the main purpose of having a university and they are; research and teaching. In this paper, 3 inputs and 2 outputs are used which are expenditure, student-teacher ratio, total enrolment, publications and graduates respectively as presented by table 2 and taking into account the impact of the external or environmental factors; funding, size and strike, which remain outside of university’s control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Expenditure EXP</td>
<td>1) Publications PUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Student/Teacher ratio STR</td>
<td>2) Graduates NOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Total Enrolment TNE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Coined by authors.

On that note, this paper adopts the output-oriented DEA linear programming model developed by Charnes et al. (1978) and Anderson et al. (2007) also adopted it in analysing the U.S universities. However, McMillan and Datta (1998) clarify that the outcomes of DEA analysis are not sensitive to orientation; input or output. Therefore, this paper strictly adopts the output-oriented DEA.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max} & \quad \beta_k \\
\text{s.t} \quad & \sum_{j=1}^{n} Y_{r,j} \lambda_j \geq \beta_k Y_{r,k} \\
& r = 1, \ldots, s \\
\sum_{j=1}^{n} X_{i,j} \lambda_j & \leq X_{i,j} \quad \ldots \text{Equation (1)} \\
& i = 1, \ldots, m \\
& \sum_{j=1}^{n} \lambda_j = 1 \\
& \lambda \geq 0
\end{align*}
\]

The \( \text{Max} \) \( \beta_k \) is defined as efficiency of the universities to be maximised which is measuring the distance to efficiency frontier. \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} Y_{r,j} \lambda_j \geq \beta_k Y_{r,k} \) is signifying the act of producing more output while \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} X_{i,j} \lambda_j \leq X_{i,j} \) is constrain of using no more inputs. Allowing for variable return to scale by requiring that each university be compared against a full university made up of parts of one or more universities is denoted by...
The expression $\beta_k$ is the efficiency to be maximised, and the value of $X_{ij}$ explains the amount of the $i\text{th}$ input going to be utilised by $j\text{th}$ university. That means 3 in this paper because we consider 3 inputs. The outputs are given by $Y_{ij}$ for $j\text{th}$ output of the $j\text{th}$ university. K=1,…, 18 which is the universities considered to be analysed in this paper. The fundamental decision variables are $\lambda_j$ which is the weight given to DMUj in its efforts to dominate DMU0 or how much $j\text{th}$ university is utilised in setting a performance target for university K.

The inefficient allocation of government funds for the public universities which created strike actions and other problems in the public universities call for policy measures that will improve the performance of the public universities and reform the budgetary distribution. For this reason, this paper goes further to identify the factors affecting the efficiency public universities in Nigeria using the second-stage DEA with the aid of tobit regression analysis. The tobit model is the most common in the literature when explaining efficiency and is used by, for example, Kirjavainen and Loikkanen (1998) and Kounetas et al. (2011) for universities in Greece. The tobit model is as follows:

$$
E_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } 0 > z_i \beta_j + u_i \\
z_i \beta_j + u_i & \text{if } 0 < z_i \beta_j + u_i < 1 \\
1 & \text{if } 1 \leq z_i \beta_j + u_i.
\end{cases} 
$$

…Equation (2)

The model shows the relative efficiency scores obtained from DEA; the vector $z_i$ represents the variables which affect university (DMU) efficiency in reality while the vector $\beta$ is the coefficient to be estimated. Using this process, the paper makes effort to show the variability of the estimated technical efficiency scores with range of variables under tobit framework. This will show the effects of external institutional variables on efficiency of universities (Kempkes and Pohl, 2008). Equation 2 is further specified as:

$$
E_{ij,t} = a + b_1(\text{EXP})_{i,t} + b_2(\text{UNS})_{i,t} + b_3(\text{STR})_{i,t} + U_{i,t} \quad \text{Equation (3)}
$$

The $U_{i,t}$ is the error term, $a$ is the autonomous variable and $b_1$, $b_2$ are the coefficients of the independent variables; Expenditure (EXP) measured by total fund spent, University size (UNS) measured by number of faculties, and Strike (STR) which is measured as a dummy variable as 1 = strike and 0 = no strike.

This paper systematically samples 18 public universities which are known to as the “First” and “Second” generation universities in Nigeria. For that purpose, data are collected from National Universities Commission (NUC) and its publications, National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) and its Annual Abstracts, and the respective universities’ websites.

**Findings and Discussion:**

The application of the DEA model for the 18 public universities in Nigeria from 2007/2008 to 2011/2012 academic years, the relative technical efficiency scores of the universities are summarised in Table 3 which is done using the DEAP software (Coelli, 1996a) and the universities are represented by DMU1 to DMU18.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DMU</th>
<th>Technical Efficiency (TE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>07/08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU2</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU3</td>
<td>0.791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU4</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU5</td>
<td>0.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU6</td>
<td>0.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU7</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU8</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU9</td>
<td>0.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU10</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMU11</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 showed the result of the DEA efficiency scores and 2 DMUs are found to be fully efficient (DMU1 and DMU7) for the whole five academic years 2007/08 to 2011/12 and serve as the benchmark for the other DMUs. However, DMU3, DMU4, DMU6, DMU9, DMU12 and DMU14 have never attained efficiency score of 1.000 in any of the 5 years under observation. The relationship between the universities’ efficiency and the independent variables, i.e., expenditure, size and strike is explained by the tobit regression result.

Table 4: Tobit Regression Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Technical Efficiency (TE) (90 Obs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coef.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.950061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp.</td>
<td>-1.421115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uns.</td>
<td>0.000730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Str.</td>
<td>0.024042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variables are all statistically significant at 5% level. Inefficiency of universities in Nigeria is negatively affected by expenditure. The findings seem to be logical because of the funding issues by the government. While as, the university size and strike are positively related with inefficiency but in a small magnitude.

Conclusion:

Universities are institutions that required serious attention due to their immense importance in nation building. This paper estimated the efficiency scores of Nigerian public universities within the period 2008–2012. Data Envelopment Analysis DEA is used for benchmarking the universities within the range of study. DEA is a kind of input and output analysis; therefore, the variable inputs used are the university total expenditure, student/teacher ratio and university total enrolments while the variable outputs are the university publications and the total number of graduates, all per academic session. The analysis from DEA for the efficiency of the sampled universities showed low efficiency scores.

The paper forges ahead to the second stage DEA to determine the effects of environmental factors on the efficiency with a tobit model. The outcomes show that financing the university has a negative significant effect on the inefficiencies of the universities, thereby suggesting a boost of the government funding based on performance. Another important factors influencing the inefficiency performance of the universities are size of the universities and strike actions which both have positive effects on the inefficiency. Larger universities tend to be more inefficient and strike actions increase the inefficiency rate of the universities. Unnecessary increase in number of faculties and departments do not increase efficiency, except with all the required funds, adequate qualified staffs, and sufficient facilities.

Government is the main source of fund for the Nigeria’s public universities, therefore funding the universities can tackle the inefficiency caused by strike actions because the university staffs usually go on strike due to inadequate funding by the government. Also, managing universities is same like managing other organisations; hence autonomy to the universities is equally important toward improving their efficiencies.
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